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When speaking to any representative of The

confirmation for LCs (letters of credit) issued

“We do not focus primarily on transactions,”

Access Bank UK Ltd, there is no mistaking

by the parent bank in Nigeria had been obliged

says Simmonds. “We want to truly understand

the pride and enthusiasm that surrounds

to take them elsewhere. This meant, from a

the needs of our customers and develop strong

the enterprise. Its decision to specialise in

customer viewpoint, that they were not receiving

relationships with them. This will enable us to

relationship banking, and its astute and prudent

the optimal level of service that the bank would

provide products and services that meet their

handling of the affairs of its customers, has

have wished.

specific needs.”

enabled the company to attract and retain

   The parent company’s long-established

   Trade Finance, which accounts for up to

an impressive client list − both individual and

reputation for probity ensured that the approval

70 per cent of its income, is the most substantial

corporate. As a result, it has built up a highly

needed from the FSA was obtained more swiftly

of the company’s SBUs. From an initial focus on

successful operation in less than a decade.

than for any other Nigerian bank. By October

confirming LCs issued by the parent company

   When The Access Bank UK was founded

2008, operations were under way to deliver the

in Nigeria, Trade Finance has diversified, and

in 2008 as a wholly owned subsidiary of the

initial objective: to attract and grow trade-finance

now has a number of other key income lines.

Nigerian Access Bank Group, its primary

activity. Early recognition by the World Bank’s

For example, one increasingly profitable activity

purpose was to obtain a licence to operate

commercial arm, the IFC, as a confirming house

has been in acting as a correspondent bank

within the UK. Until then, customers seeking

for LCs, has also been integral to the progress

for sub-Saharan banking groups needing an

of The Access Bank UK.

OECD presence.

   In the few short years since its founding,

   Being the first Nigerian bank to be accredited

The Access Bank UK has experienced a near

by the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) has made

doubling in the ratio of its LC acceptances.

possible another important income stream –

“When we first started, around 50 per cent of

involvement in government infrastructure and

the LCs would accept our confirmation,” says

energy contracts. Petroleum production is an

CEO Jamie Simmonds. “Now that figure is

important source of dollar revenue for Nigeria −

closer to 98 per cent.”

and increasingly for Ghana, too − and when help is
needed with the confirmation and issuance of LCs,
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RELATIONSHIP BANKING

it is to The Access Bank UK that they frequently

The Access Bank UK is formed of four strategic

come. In cases where risk is to be shared across

business units (SBUs): Trade Finance, Commercial

banks for large transactions, The Access Bank UK

Banking, Asset Management and Treasury.

is able to participate in and lead syndications. »
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“NIGERIA IS A HUGE
OPPORTUNITY FOR
UK- AND EUROPEBASED BUSINESSES.
WE’RE UNIQUELY PLACED
TO INTRODUCE THEM
TO THE RIGHT PEOPLE”
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   The Access Bank UK’s Commercial Banking

behalf of each customer. The same employees

The Access Bank UK, it’s as if they were dealing

SBU was established to provide accounts for

also manage client relationships.

through one of the major UK banks, such as

high-net-worth Nigerian individuals, and

   The bank’s Treasury SBU provides foreign

Barclays or HSBC.

corporates needing international payment

exchange services and manages its balance

   “Being a subsidiary rather than a branch

facilities. The unit is active in offering long-term

sheet. Through careful management, it has been

ensures that we fully operate within the rules

placement strategies, and in providing property

highly successful and continues to grow at a rapid

and practices put in place by the UK Authorities,”

loans for investment properties in the UK. It also

rate, year on year. “We take a very moderate

says Simmonds. This level of service has helped

offers trade finance and expertise to the European

approach to risk,” says Simmonds. “The majority

The Access Bank UK win an impressive number

and Asian arms of Nigerian companies.

of our funds are placed with institutions that are

of awards. Pride of place are its Adam Smith

‘A’ rated and above − some 90 per cent of our

Award for Innovation in Treasury and its Investors

ASSET MANAGEMENT

balance sheet is placed that way. We deliberately

in People Accreditation.

The Access Bank UK’s Asset Management SBU

do not chase yield. The importance is the safety

acts as the offshore provider of private banking

of the money that we place, and we’re building

A GROWING ECONOMY

services to all of the group’s customers, with

a sustainable business on repeat fee income,

For UK and European businesses wanting to trade

the focus on high-net-worth clients. Unique

based on anticipating and meeting the needs

in Nigeria and surrounding countries, The Access

among Nigerian banks operating in the UK,

of our customers.”

Bank UK is ideally positioned to help. “It’s a part of

it provides a discretionary fund-management

   The bank’s enthusiasm for sustainability also

the world that continues to grow,” says Simmonds.

service based around three currencies: the euro,

extends to its staff management. “Every employee

“And Nigeria, together with the rest of Sub-Saharan

sterling and the dollar. The bank is able to offer

has been personally interviewed by the executive

Africa, is a huge opportunity for UK- and Europe-

a range of risk classes to meet clients’ needs,

team and myself,” says Simmonds. “This has

based businesses. We’re uniquely placed to

and the product can be specifically tailored to

resulted in a low staff turnover. We progress

introduce them to the right people and to look

an individual’s needs.

people within their roles and through the

at the available opportunities.

   The provision of in-house management

bank, while ensuring that clients experience

   “Once a customer starts with us, it’s

services is unique to The Access Bank UK and

a consistent service.”

very unusual for us to lose them,” he adds.

it has extensive investment expertise, as well

   All elements of the UK operation are

“Having experienced the service we provide,

as a chief investment officer and a deputy chief

ring-fenced. This is very attractive for many

they stay with us.” Much like those who actually

investment officer to handle specific assets on

clients, as it means that when they operate with

work for The Access Bank UK, then.
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